Theory of magnetic fluid heating with an alternating magnetic field with temperature dependent materials properties for self-regulated heating J. Appl. Phys. 105, 07B324 (2009) We investigate the structure of a recently proposed magnetic fluid consisting of shifted dipolar (SD) particles in an externally applied magnetic field via computer simulations. For standard dipolar fluids the applied magnetic field usually enhances the dipole-dipole correlations and facilitates chain formation whereas in the present system the effect of an external field can result in a break-up of clusters. We thoroughly investigate the origin of this phenomenon through analyzing first the ground states of the SD-particle systems as a function of an applied field. In a second step we quantify the microstructure of these systems as functions of the shift parameter, the effective interaction parameter, and the applied magnetic field strength. We conclude the paper by showing that with the proper choice of parameters, it is possible to create a system of SD-particles with highly interacting magnetic particles, whose initial susceptibility is below the Langevin susceptibility, and which remains spatially isotropic even in a very strong external magnetic field. © 2013 AIP Publishing LLC.
I. INTRODUCTION
In order to create a liquid, which properties might be effectively controlled by an externally applied magnetic field, one needs to suspend magnetizable or magnetic particles in a non-magnetic carrier. Ferrofluids, also called magnetic fluids, are one class of such materials. 1 The particles in ferrofluids consist of ferro-or antiferromagnetic material in a size range from 5 to 50 nm. This is smaller than the size of a single ferromagnetic domain, thus each particle has a permanent magnetic dipole moment. In the absence of an external magnetic field, the particles are randomly oriented due to Brownian motion. Consequently, the ferrofluid as a whole has no net magnetization. When, on the other hand, a field is applied, the magnetic moments of the particles tend to coalign with an applied field and the fluid becomes magnetized. The presence of an applied field leads to a strong change in the ferrofluid's static and dynamic properties.
The investigation of ferrofluid magnetic properties started more than 50 years ago, and comprises an extreme variety of experimental, 2-10 theoretic, [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] and computer simulations [24] [25] [26] [27] [28] [29] [30] [31] [32] [33] [34] [35] studies. The findings of these studies can be summarised as follows: (1) there are various mechanism with which the magnetic particle might respond to an external magnetic field, namely, Neél (the dipole rotate within the particle to coalign with an applied field, inherent to smaller particles, grows with particle size and depends on the particle material) and Brownian (the particle rotates as a whole to adjust its dipole moment to the direction of the field, a) weeber@icp.uni-stuttgart.de b) marco.klinkigt@me.com c) sofia.kantorovich@univie.ac.at d) holm@icp.uni-stuttgart.de inherent to bigger particles, grows with the volume of the particle and carrier viscosity); (2) the characteristic magnetic relaxation time of the ferrofluid depends on the magnetic particle size distribution; (3) there is no ferrofluid which exhibits an initial susceptibility lower than the one of the Langevin law; 36 (4) the stronger the inter-particle interaction is, the higher is the magnetic susceptibility of the system; (5) an external magnetic field strongly enhances the chain formation, and for higher fields even magnetic fluids with moderately interacting particles become strongly aggregated. All these features influence viscous, 7, [37] [38] [39] [40] [41] optical, 2-4, 42-44 diffusion, 6, 45 scattering, [45] [46] [47] [48] [49] [50] [51] [52] thermodynamic, 22 and acoustic 53 properties of ferrofluids. These systems are widely used in medicine, e.g., actuators [55] [56] [57] or sensors for the monitoring of anti-body reactions. 58 In the vast majority of ferrofluids, the nano-particles are spherical and the field they create can be approximated by that of a point dipole at the sphere's center. In order to achieve a strong coupling between the dipole moment of the particle and an external field, one needs to make particles more magnetic. Such systems at low density will be strongly aggregated. This is not necessarily an advantage for magnetophoretic-based applications such as drug delivery. 54 Thus, one might want to create a system which can be strongly magnetized on the one hand, and be spatially isotropic on the other.
Two possibilities are available to further tailor the characteristics of ferrofluids. First, it is possible to use a more complex carrier, as for instance a polymer gel. [59] [60] [61] [62] Second, it is possible to change the fluids properties by modifying the nano-particles. We follow the second route here. In recent years, many types of unusual magnetic systems have been studied. Among them are magnetic rods and ellipsoids, 63, 64 magnetic core-shell particles, 65 extended dipoles in the form of two overlapping, oppositely charged spheres, 66 linear molecules with shifted dipoles, 67 particles with magnetic caps, 68 particles interacting by higher moments then dipoles, 69 shifted-dipole particles moving in precessing magnetic fields, 70 and particles with embedded magnetic cubes. 71 Recently, we proposed an alternative way for creating a system with "unusual" properties. [72] [73] [74] These works were inspired by a study of particles with magnetic caps 68 but also show a strong similarity to particles with embedded magnetic cubes. 71 In our model, the particles are spherical but the dipole moment is not located at their centres. Rather, it is shifted radially towards the particle surface, therefore we called them shifted dipolar particles (SD-particles). This leads to a strongly different microstructure and, as shown in this contribution, also to highly different responses to an externally applied magnetic field. In previous studies, the ground states for SD-particles and the microstructure of suspensions in the field-free case have been studied and a comparison to the particles with magnetic caps has been made. In a recent contribution a mean-field Hamiltonian with interesting properties has been constructed for this system. 75 The paper is organized as follows: in Sec. II, we introduce the SD-particle system in detail, in Sec. III we discuss the ground states of two SD-particles in an external magnetic field. Section IV is concerned with the microstructure and magnetization properties of a suspension of SD-particles at finite temperature. Finally, we conclude with a summary.
II. THE SD-PARTICLE SYSTEM
In computer simulations and analytical studies, magnetic nano-particles are typically treated as soft or hard spheres with a point dipole located at their centre. Hence, magnetically they interact by the dipole-dipole interaction,
Here, m i,j denote the magnetic moments of particles i, j, r ij stands for the distance between the particles centres, and μ 0 is the vacuum permittivity. The strength of the dipole-dipole interaction is typically measured by the quantity
where d denotes the particles' diameter and k B T is the thermal energy. Hence, this quantity compares the modulus of the minimum of the dipole-dipole interaction between two particles at close contact to the thermal energy. If λ is on the order of one or smaller the system remains spatially isotropic, i.e., the dipole-dipole interaction is too weak to lead to any particle aggregation. The latter takes place for higher values of λ and the aggregates tend to have linear chain-like shape due to the anisotropy of the magnetic dipole-dipole interaction in Eq.
(1) which favors the head-to-tail orientation of particles.
The formation of chains is strongly facilitated by the externally applied magnetic field H, as each dipole tries to coalign with it due to the field-dipole interaction (Zeeman energy):
The steric interaction between the particles is usually purely repulsive as the van der Waals interactions are screened by the polymer coating on their (magnetic particle) surface. In this paper, we use a hard sphere interaction for the Monte Carlo investigations of the ground states discussed in Sec. III:
and a purely repulsive Lennard-Jones potential, the so-called WCA potential, for the molecular dynamics simulations in the remaining sections:
Here, r is the distance between the center of the particles and d = 2 is the particles' diameter. The parameter was chosen to be 1000. With this choice of parameters, the result is very close to the hard sphere case.
Shifted-dipole particles are different from the usual model of a magnetic nano-particle in that the dipole moment is not located at the particles' centre but rather shifted radially outwards towards their surface. The shift is measured by the parameter s, which denotes the dipole's distance from the particle's centre normalized by the particle radius. Hence, s = 0 refers to a particle with central dipole and s = 1 refers to the dipole being located at the particle's surface.
Due to the additional anisotropy caused by the noncentral dipole, the distance between the dipole moments of adjacent particles now depends on the particles' orientation. As the distance enters in the dipole-dipole interaction in Eq. (1) in the third power, this strongly changes the interaction potential, leading to very different ground states and also different microstructures at finite temperature.
The dipoles can get much closer to each other at high shifts s. Thus, the energy scales for a fixed magnetic moment can be very different and depend on the value of the shift parameter s. To keep simulations with different shifts and external fields comparable in term of the ground state energies, we adjust the employed magnetic moment according to the following scalings.
1. Let U gs (s) be the ground state energy (the lowest possible energy at 0 K) for two SD-particles with a shift of s. 2. The dipole moments are scaled such that the ground state energy for two SD-particles is independent of the shift, i.e.,
At a temperature larger than zero, we define the effective interaction parameter
The parameter λ * compares the lowest energy for two SD-particles at close contact for a given shift to the thermal energy. 3. The Langevin parameter is defined as the field interaction with the actual magnetic moment m(s) with respect to the thermal energy, and is therefore defined as
4. For the ground states, the dimensionless magnetic field is written in terms of the scaled dipole moment for the given shift relative to the ground state energy for two particles for the given shift,
III. GROUND STATES
The ground states of small clusters of shifted-dipole particles have been studied using Monte Carlo simulated annealing in Ref. [72] [73] [74] . Simulated annealing is a heuristic technique to find configurations with minimal energy: a Monte Carlo simulation is performed using the Metropolis algorithm, 77 but the temperature is decreased over time. In this way, a large part of the phase space is sampled at the beginning of the simulation and the system converges to an energy minimum at its end. As the method is not guaranteed to yield the global minimum, many simulations are started for each set of parameters, and the one with the lowest final energy is selected. More technical details can be found in Ref. 72 .
For two particles with central dipoles (i.e., s = 0), the ground state is the so-called "head-to-tail" configuration, in which the dipole moments of the particles are aligned parallel to each other and to the vector connecting the particles' centres. The "antiparallel side-by-side" configuration, in which the dipole moments are aligned anti-parallel and are orthogonal to the vector connecting the particles' centres is a local minimum.
The outwards shift of the dipole moment (s > 0) has a strong influence on the ground states. It was shown analytically and in simulations that three regimes can be observed. 72 For a shift of up to s = 0.408, the "head-to-tail" configuration still is the ground state for SD-particles. For 0.408 < s < 0.597, the two dipole moments rotate inward in a non-symmetric fashion. At the end of this regime, the dipole moments are aligned anti-parallel. For even higher shifts, they rotated inward symmetrically, getting closer and closer to each other.
Let us now summarize the results for larger clusters. For particles with a central dipole, the ground states are chains for up to three particles and rings for four and more particles. For SD-particles with a small shift, a ring remains the ground state. At intermediate and high shifts, the particles arrange into hexagonally close-packed structures. While the dipoles align mostly into triangles for intermediate shifts, they form anti-parallel pairs at high shifts. Pictures can be found in Refs. 72 and 74. Next, we investigate the ground states of two SDparticles in a field. This will help to understand the results for magnetization and cluster structure at room temperature presented in Secs. IV A-IV C, since the ground states structures are often still present as intermediate states in suspensions at finite temperature. Snapshots of the two particle ground states are shown in Fig. 1 . When a field is applied, the head-to-tail configuration is the ground state for low shifts. When the shift is increased, the clusters rotate such that the axis connecting the particles' centers is aligned more and more perpendicular to the external field. At the same time, the dipole moments rotate towards each other but keep a component parallel to the external field in order to minimize the Zeeman energy. At very high shifts, the dipoles assume an anti-parallel alignment. At this point, the energy of the ground state no longer depends on the orientation of the vector connecting the particles' centers (r 12 ). Hence, the respective dot product jumps in Fig. 2 . The dipoles assume an anti-parallel alignment, because at very high shifts, the advantage of the anti-parallel dipole orientation due to the dipolar interaction energy exceeds the energetic disadvantage of an unfavorable alignment with respect to the external field. To achieve a more detailed understanding of the ground state configurations, the dot product between the two magnetic moments versus the shift is shown When the external field is increased, the transition from the head-to-tail dipole alignment to the anti-parallel one is moved towards higher shifts. At the same time, the cluster rotates such that the axis connecting the particles' centers is aligned perpendicular to the field. Once the dipole moments have reached the anti-parallel configuration, the ground states becomes degenerate, with respect to r 12 , H . Therefore, jumps in the curves appear. For H * ≥ 1, no transition occurs and the dipoles stay in the head-to-tail configuration at all shifts.
in Fig. 2 , as well as the dot product of the vector connecting the particles' centers and the external field. In the lefthand side of Fig. 3 , the dot products between the external field and the individual magnetic moments is plotted. On the right-hand side, all dot products are summarized for an external field of H * = 0.25. It can be seen that the transition, described above, occurs for higher shifts, when the external field is stronger. This is the case, because a strong external field reinforces the head-to-tail configuration. We also find that both magnetic moments assume a roughly equal component parallel to the external field in the transition region. Only at very high shifts, the dipoles align anti-parallel in order to minimize the dipole-dipole interaction. At this point, one dipole moment has a component anti-parallel to the external field. Finally, we observe that, at H * = 1, no transition occurs and the dipoles stay in the head-to-tail configuration at all shifts. In Fig. 4 , the dimensionless energy for the dipole-dipole interaction (left) and dipole-field interaction (right) are compared. Both energies are normalized to their respective minimum values, U min dd < 0 and U min mf < 0. (Both of these minimum values are independent of the shift due to the scaling relations explained at the end of Sec. II). Due to the normalization by the minimum, which is smaller than zero, a larger ratio denotes a more favorable contribution to the energy. The plots of the normalized energy help to understand the competition between favoring the dipole-dipole interaction, and thus choosing an anti-parallel dipole alignment, or favoring the Zeeman energy, keeping the dipole moments parallel to the external field. For low shifts, the dipoles assume the head-to-tail configuration. Hence, the dipole-dipole energy can be optimized at the same time as the Zeeman energy. When the shift increases, the normalized dipole-dipole energy becomes more unfavorable, because the external field prevents the formation of an anti-parallel dipole alignment. The normalized Zeeman by their values at the global minima, which are negative, higher values of the ratio signify a more favorable configuration. When, at low shifts, the dipoles are oriented head-to-tail, both the dipole-dipole energy and the dipole-field energy reach their optimal (minimal) values. At higher shifts, the dipole-dipole energy shows a drop, as the external field prevents the dipoles from assuming the anti-parallel configuration which would be energetically most favorable. At very high shift, the advantage of arranging in an anti-parallel configuration is so large that the dipole-dipole energy increases again, but the dipole-field energy drops sharply.
energy also decreases, as a compromise is found between a favorable dipole alignment and an alignment of the dipoles with respect to the field. At very high shifts, the dipoles orient antiparallel and optimize the dipole-dipole energy. At this point, the Zeeman energy approaches zero, as the contributions from the two dipoles compensate each other. In summary, particles with central dipoles can orient their dipoles favorably towards each other and towards an external field at the same time. For SD-particles with a high shift, on the other hand, a favorable alignment for the dipole-dipole interaction contradicts a favorable alignment to the field. It will be seen in Sec. IV that this leads to a reduced clustering of SD-particles in an external field.
IV. SUSPENSIONS AT FINITE TEMPERATURE IN A MAGNETIC FIELD
In this section, the cluster structure and magnetization properties of a suspension of SD-particles at k B T > 0 under the application of an external field are discussed.
A. Simulation technique
The suspensions at finite temperature were obtained by means of molecular dynamics simulations using the ESPResSo software package. 79, 80 The simulations consist of N = 1000 particles. The volume fraction
is set by changing the box size l. Periodic boundary conditions are employed to mimic bulk behavior. The dipoledipole interaction was calculated using the dipolar P 3 M algorithm. 81 The temperature was kept constant by a Langevin thermostat. 82 By adding a velocity dependent friction and adding random kicks to the particles, it describes the drag force and the Brownian motion created by the carrier fluid.
Thus, the equation of motion for a particle in one component is
where γ is the friction constant, F i denotes the force on particle i due to interactions with other particles, and F random is a random force. This force is Gaussian distributed with a mean of zero and a variance of
A similar equation of motion is used for the rotational degrees of freedom. In our simulations, the friction constant γ , the thermal energy k B T as well as the mass and the inertial moment are all set to unity. The shifted dipoles are implemented using the concept of virtual sites. These are particles, the position and orientation of which is not obtained by integrating Newton's equation of motion. Instead, these properties are derived from the position and orientation of other particles. In this way, a virtual site carrying a dipole moment is placed relative to the centre of mass of each SD-particle. After the forces and torques on the virtual site are calculated from the dipole-dipole interaction, they are transferred back to the centre of mass of the SD-particle. Then, the SD-particle's centre of mass is propagated using Newton's equations. Details can be found in Refs. 80 and 83. Before sampling, the system is warmed up for 500 000 time steps of size dt = 0.001. Then, snapshots for cluster analysis are recorded 200 times with a spacing of 10 000 time steps, whereas the magnetization is measured every 100 time steps.
B. Structure of the suspension
In order to quantify the properties of the microstructure of a suspension of SD-particles in an external magnetic field, we perform a cluster analysis. It is based on a distance and energy criterion: neighboring particles are considered to be in the same cluster, if their centres are closer than 1.3 diameters, and the dipolar interaction energy is negative. The algorithm is based on the Hoshen-Kopelman scheme. 84 Technical details are explained in Ref. 74 . It is important to note that, in this paper, we include single particles in the cluster definition. This makes the average cluster size (13) more meaningful at high shifts, when the system contains mostly pairs and single particles, but the ratio of these two still changes with the shift. In the equation, n i refers to the number of clusters of size i. It will be shown in Sec. IV C that the magnetic response of the system is mainly governed by the dipole moment per cluster and by the cluster size distribution. Hence, results for these will be presented below.
In Fig. 5 we show the distribution of the dipole moment M c per cluster, i.e., P(M c ). Here, M c is normalized to the dipole moment of a single particle at the specified λ * and s. Thus, a value of M c = 1 indicates that the cluster has a magnetic moment with a magnitude of a single magnetic particle.
In the plot distributions for several shifts are compared. Let us first look at the interval 0 ≤ M c < 1. All clusters of more than one particle can contribute to this region. When the shift is small, however, clusters tend to have a chain-like structure with head-to-tail dipole orientation. It is therefore very unlikely that such a cluster has a small total dipole moment. This can also be seen from the sharp drop by more than two orders of magnitude in the dipole moment distribution for M c < 1. When the shift is high the dominant cluster structures are pairs and triangles with anti-parallel and ring-like dipole alignment. In these clusters, the dipole moments partially cancel out, so that the total dipole moment of the cluster typically is below M c = 1. Hence, we observe a more flat distribution in the range M c < 1.
At M c = 1, we observe a strong peak originating from the single particles. For M c > n, where n is the number of parti- cles in the cluster, clusters of n particles can no longer contribute to the distribution. This is simply, because they cannot reach this value of M c , even if all dipole moments in the cluster are co-aligned. This is the reason for the steps in the distribution at integer values of M c , especially at M c = 2. For higher values of M c , we observe a long and smooth decay of the distribution for low shifts and a rather steep descend for high ones, as the long chains become very flexible and the total dipole moment is very broadly distributed. At high shifts, on the other hand, not many large clusters exist in the first place, and if they do exist, the dipoles in them tend to assume anti-parallel or ring-like dipole alignments, so that the cluster dipole moment is rather small.
In Fig. 6 , the distribution of dipole moments per cluster is shown for a fixed shift of s = 0.65 for various applied magnetic fields. This helps to understand the change in cluster structure, as an external field is applied. For zero field, one again observes a significant number of clusters with normalized dipole moments smaller than M c = 1. When an external field is applied this changes drastically. A field of α = 2, causes the distribution to drop by roughly an order of magnitude at M c = 0. This indicates a strong change in cluster structure: in an external field the ring-like and antiparallel dipole arrangements resulting in clusters with low dipole moments, become unfavorable. Due to the field, chain-like cluster structures with higher total dipole moments are more favorable. For high shifts, the distance between the dipoles is much larger in the co-aligned configuration than in ringlike and anti-parallel states. This leads to a weakening of the interactions between particles, when an external field forces them into chain-like configurations. For some cases, this leads to a reduction in cluster size, when an external field is applied. This will be examined in more detail in the following paragraph.
A plot of the cluster size at zero external field can be found in Ref. 74 . The cluster size versus the shift first shows a small increase for shifts up to approximately 0.5. For even higher shifts it drops sharply until, at shifts around 0.8, mostly single particles and anti-parallel pairs are found. For zero shift, the average cluster size grows in an applied field, as the field enhances the formation of chains. This effect is dampened with increasing shift, as chains are no longer the preferred configuration of the SD-particles. At very high shifts, the cluster size even decreases when the field is applied, presumably due to the destruction of clusters with anti-parallel or ring-like dipole arrangements.
In Fig. 7 , the relative change in cluster size is shown versus the field strength given for several shifts for the interaction parameter λ * = 4. The relative change was chosen, because the absolute change in cluster size varies strongly for different shifts. For small s, the clusters grow strongly when an external field is applied. This is, because the formation of long chains of particles is even more probable, if all dipoles are aligned to roughly the same direction by the external field. However, the cluster growth is reduced significantly for increasing shifts, and the clusters shrink by approximately 5% for s = 0.8 and approximately 15% for s = 0.65.
In Fig. 8 , we take a closer look at the change in composition of the suspension, when a magnetic field is applied. To this end, the fraction of the system consisting of clusters of different sizes is indicated by the width of the stripes. Results are shown for shifts of s = 0, s = 0.65, and s = 0.8, and the value of λ * = 4. The basic trends are comparable to those observed for the relative change in cluster size in Fig. 7 : For zero shift, the number of particles in small clusters and, in particular, the number of single particles drops significantly, when even a small field is applied. This changes, when the shift is higher, and clusters with anti-parallel and ring-like dipole alignment become more dominant. The number of larger clusters decreases when a field is applied. The reduction of cluster size and a change in composition towards smaller clusters in an applied magnetic field is unusual and opposite to what is observed for particles with central dipoles. For visual purposes, we show snapshots of the simulation box for a shift of s = 0 and 0.725 in Fig. 9 . We present snapshots for both, the field free case (α = 0) and an applied field of large field strength pointing to the right (α = 12). What can be clearly seen by eye is that in the case of central dipoles, the application of an external field leads to strong chain formation in the suspension. When the dipole moments are shifted towards the particles' surface, the dipoles are still aligned to the field but no chains form. At the same time, small clusters with anti-parallel dipole alignment are broken up by the exter- nal field, corroborating our more detailed analysis presented before.
C. Magnetic properties
The magnetization curve describes the total dipole moment of a ferrofluid versus the applied external field. Thus, the magnetization is the sum of all dipoles in the system:
For non-interacting dipoles, the magnetization curve follows a Langevin law given by
where the so-called Langevin parameter is given by Eq. (8) .
It has been shown 18 that, for spherical particles with central dipoles, the magnetization is always greater or equal to the one given by the Langevin law. This can be rationalized by the fact that each particle aligns its moment along the external field, but this process is enhanced due the local field emanating from the neighboring aligned particles.
On the left-hand side of Fig. 10 , the magnetization curves are shown for various shifts for a suspension with volume fraction φ = 0.03. The plot on the right-hand side shows the difference between the magnetization and the Langevin law (Eq. (15)). The dipolar interaction parameter is λ * = 4 in both cases. At zero field, all systems show no net magnetic moment. At very strong fields, all dipoles are aligned and the magnetization approaches its saturation value. However, in the medium range of fields, the magnetization strongly depends on the shift: for low shifts, the magnetization is significantly higher than the value expected for non-interacting dipoles. This is in accordance with the mean field 18 and density functional theory 8, 21, 32 results for particles with central dipoles. When the shift is increased, the magnetization of the FIG. 9 . Snapshots of suspensions of SD-particles at shift s = 0 (top) and s = 0.725 (bottom) for no external magnetic field (left) and a field pointing to the right of strength α = 12 (right). It can be seen that, in the case of central dipoles, the application of an external field leads to strong chain formation in the suspension. When the dipole moments are shifted towards the particles' surface, the dipoles are still aligned to the field but no chains form. At the same time, small clusters with anti-parallel dipole alignment are broken apart by the external field. (Rendered with vmd. 85 ) suspension decreases. This is driven by two effects: first, as shown in Ref. 74 , the cluster size decreases for higher shift. As particles are further apart, they do not extend each other's magnetization to a similar degree. Second, at high shift, the dipoles of neighboring particles assume ring-like or even antiparallel alignments, which means that some of the dipoles in a cluster assume a non-favorable alignment with respect to the magnetic field. When an external field is applied, the binding energy of the ring-like or anti-parallel dipole structure competes with the loss of Zeeman energy. This leads to a magnetization which is even below the Langevin value for suspensions with strong dipolar interaction and medium to high shift. Only when the field is stronger, the clusters get broken up, as the magnetic particles get aligned by the field. In some cases, this leads to a decrease of cluster size versus the applied field as shown in Fig. 7 . This is quite opposite to what is observed in suspensions with central dipoles. 8, 21 In addition to the complete magnetization curves, it is helpful to study the initial susceptibility, i.e., the slope of the magnetization curve in the limit of zero external field. This will allow for a quantitative comparison of the dependency of the low-field magnetization behavior on parameters like the shift. In computer simulations, the initial susceptibility can be obtained either from a linear fit to the magnetization curve, or, typically more accurately, from the fluctuation of the system's total magnetic moment at zero external field. 86 Here we employ the latter approach. The fluctuation formula for the susceptibility for metallic Ewald boundary conditions at infinity is given by
where M is the total dipole moment of the system. In contrast to Ref. 86 , this is written in terms of the volume fraction φ rather than the number density. In Fig. 11 , the initial susceptibility is shown for volume fractions between 0.03 and 0.09 and dipolar interaction parameters of λ * = 3 and λ * = 4. It can be seen that the susceptibility drops by a factor of approximately three when the shift is increased. For strong interaction parameters, the initial susceptibility falls below the The reduction of susceptibility solely due to the scaling of λ * is not shown. It can be seen that, for small shifts, the susceptibility is significantly larger than the value for non-interacting dipoles. For shifts around s = 0.65, on the other hand, the susceptibility is below the Langevin susceptibility, as clusters with anti-parallel or triangular dipole configuration hinder the magnetization.
Langevin susceptibility at a shift of approximately 0.65. For even higher shift, the susceptibility approaches the Langevin value from below. This behavior can be understood by noting that at small shifts neighboring particles' dipoles are coaligned and hence, the magnetization is enhanced. When the shift increases, the cluster size drops and particles become evenly distributed over the entire system. Therefore, the susceptibility drops towards the case for non-interacting dipoles. Additionally, the clusters that still do exist at higher shifts tend to have ring-like or anti-parallel dipole alignments. This, as explained above, hinders the magnetization and leads to a susceptibility that even is below the Langevin value. It should be noted that the Langevin susceptibility is understood in terms of the shift-adjusted dipole moment m(s) (Eq. (6)). If one were not doing this scaling, the drop in susceptibility would be dominated by the effect of the scaling, and results for different shifts would not be comparable. Let us now explore further, how much the susceptibility is influenced by the cluster structure of the suspension. To this end, we compare the full susceptibility as obtained by Eq. (16) , to the susceptibility obtained for non-interacting, rigid clusters. To this end, a cluster analysis of the suspension is performed and the total magnetic moment of each cluster is determined. Then, it is assumed that the magnitude of the magnetic moment of the cluster stays constant for very small external fields, and that the clusters do not interact among each other. The susceptibility of this system is given by
where i iterates over all clusters including single particles, V denotes the volume, and m i denotes the magnetic moment of each cluster. In Fig. 12 , the susceptibilities for the full system and for the system of rigid, non-interacting clusters are compared. It can be observed that for low shifts, the susceptibility for the full system is much higher than that of the fictitious system: clusters found at low shifts are mainly chain-like, and show a head-to-tail dipole alignment. Hence, there is a strong interaction between clusters, which cannot be ignored Full susceptibility compared to the susceptibility obtained under the assumption of non-interacting clusters. It can be seen that the susceptibility at low shift is strongly influenced by correlations between clusters. Hence, the full susceptibility is higher than that for the approximation of non-interacting, rigid clusters. On the other hand, the susceptibility is almost entirely dominated by individual clusters at high shifts, in particular in the region where the susceptibility is below the Langevin susceptibility.
when determining properties of the system. When the shift becomes large, in particular, when the susceptibility drops below the Langevin value at s ≈ 0.7, the susceptibilities for the two systems are similar in magnitude. At these shift values, the clusters have ring-like or anti-parallel dipole alignments and a very small dipole moment, as the dipoles of neighboring particles partially cancel out. Therefore, the interaction between clusters, which roughly depends on the product of the clusters' magnetic moments, becomes mostly negligible. In particular, the susceptibility below the Langevin value can be found even in the approximation of non-interacting, rigid clusters.
V. SUMMARY
We presented a detailed study of a SD-particle system under the influence of an external field. For particles with central dipoles, the two-particle ground states are the usual head-totail configuration. It allows for the magnetic particles to maximize the absolute value of the dipole-dipole interaction and the dipole-field interaction at the same time. This is, in general, no longer the case for particles with shifted dipoles. In a field, either the dipoles align favorably to each other, i.e., more and more anti-parallel, when the shift is increased, or they align to the external field. This competition is also observed for suspensions at finite temperatures. In that case, we observe a strong reduction in clusters with magnetic moments smaller than that of a single particle, when a field is applied. In contrast to suspensions of particles with central dipoles, a reduction of cluster size with increasing field is observed for some parameters. This has also been observed in an experimental realisation where the effect can be exploited for a reversible self-assembly process. 71 The competition between anti-parallel and ring-like dipole alignments in clusters of SDparticles and an external field also leads to a hindered magnetization behavior. The initial susceptibility can fall below the Langevin value for non-interacting dipoles depending on the chosen parameters. This is a very surprising and unusual behavior for magnetic soft matter. 
